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The events which occurred in New York on the morning of 11th September 2001
are indelibly etched in the memory of the majority of the generation that
witnessed them. The world was in shock as images
flashed across their T.V. screens of two aeroplanes
deliberately flying into the Twin Towers of the World
Trade Centre. This attack by militant Muslim fanatics
was not however to be an isolated event, but the
beginning of another chapter in the bloody war
against western civilization, who they call “the great Satan”.
As a result of these attacks the twenty first century was ushered in with the
leader of the free world George Bush, declaring war on terror; a war that he said,
“could go on for a hundred years”. The Islamic terror that killed thousands on
9/11, began away back in the seventh century in Arabia. Today it can be seen on
every continent, with no country escaping its devilish deeds of murder and
mayhem. The words of Winston Churchill from 1899 sum up this danger, when
he said the following:“How dreadful are the curses which Mohammedanism (Islam) lays on its
votaries! Besides the fanatical frenzy, which is as dangerous in a man as
hydrophobia is in a dog…. the influence of the religion paralyses the social
development of those who follow it….. It has already spread throughout Central
Africa raising fearless warriors at every step….were it not that Christianity is
sheltered … The civilization of modern Europe might fall”.
While Churchill was concerned enough to say this in 1899, fast forward to 2017
and Islam is the fastest growing religion in the world today. One in every six
people on the planet professes to be a Muslim. Islam can be found on the rise
everywhere from the jungles of the south Philippines to the seats of power in
London, Washington and New York. In every nation you look at, Militant Islam
is on the march. It believes it has entered its “golden age”. From 2011 it has
launched deadly attacks in no less than twenty three different countries. It is
worthwhile noting that as I write this article the Russian Ambassador to Turkey
has just been shot dead by a man shouting ALLAH AKBAR and quoting the Quran,
and identifying himself with Militant Islam.
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The “golden age” that they refer to, is a
period of time (that according to them)
would see Islam rise to become the
dominant religion in the world,
therefore making all other religions
including Christianity inferior to them.
This they hope to do not by consent,
but by conquest and by a wave of global
terror that would bring the Christian
West to its knees. This current phase of Islamic terror can be traced back to 1979
and the success of the Islamic revolution in Iran. The coming to power of the
Ayatollah Khomeini infused Islam’s young warriors that the time was right for
world wide revolution. The season of global Jihad had come.
To confirm this timeline let me draw your attention to a speech that was made
by Khomeini within months of claiming victory in 1979. He gave the world and
the West in particular, the first warning that we were heading into a new age of
Islamic terror when he said:-

Ayatollah Khomeini

“We shall export our revolution to the whole world.
Until the cry ‘Allah Akbar’ resounds over the whole
world. There will be struggle, there will be Jihad, Islam
is the religion of militant individuals…..Islam will be
victorious in all the countries of the world, the
teachings of the Quran will prevail all over the
world…This is the duty that all Muslims must fulfil”.

The Arab states rejected fundamentalist Islam following the defeat of the
Ottoman Empire in the First World War. They
embraced instead a more socialist doctrine
which led to the secularization of the Middle
East. The Ayatollah used the revolution in 1979
to embark upon a campaign of reinvigorating
Militant Islam, not only in the Middle East but throughout the world. As far as
the westernization of the Arab world was concerned, the Islamic revolution in
Iran spelt the end of it. For further confirmation of this, all we have to do is to
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look at the words of Johaiman Bin Muhammad, Islam’s chief cleric in Mecca at
the time. In a sermon he said the following:“The hour promised by our prophet, blessed be his soul….when Islam shall
triumph over impiety has arrived. I and my brothers have been despatched by
the will of the Almighty to put an end to the rule of the corrupted, depraved and
eternally doomed princelings who have brought shame to Arabia and its Muslim
people”.
The founder of the Muslim Brotherhood, Shaikh Hassan Al-Banna,
was also to make a very telling comment when he said the
following:“It is the nature of Islam to dominate, not to be dominated, to
impose its law on all nations and to extend its power to the
entire planet”.

Hassan Al-Banna

All the information that we in the West need to know about Islam is crystalized
in this statement from the Muslim Brotherhood; and still our leaders are in
denial to the danger.
According to the U.N. there are currently 1.6 billion professing Muslims in the
world. A very significant number of them adhere to these sentiments. While the
vast majority of western politicians are in a state of incredulous denial about
this, making multiple excuses for acts of terror and blaming everyone and
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everything, but Islam. In fact when they speak about Islam they are that sweet,
they would give you diabetes.
The fact of the matter is that there are hundreds of millions of Muslims all over
the world who believe that Jihad is the only way that Islam can fulfil its destiny
of world domination. The teaching of Islamic Fundamentalism is very clear; they
are engaged in what they call a ‘holy war’ against all unbelievers and it is the
duty of all Muslims to be involved. The words of Sayyed Muhammad Qutb, an
Islamic scholar are very telling:“Every one of the believers must fight this war”.
They believe that there is currently an Islamic revival underway and that it will
lead to a final showdown between the Muslim world and the non-Muslim world
and that this is coming soon. If further evidence was needed of the barbaric
nature of Islam and its true intentions, all we have to do is look
at the words of Shaikh Morteza Motahari. He tells us all we need
to know when he said the following:“Islam is not Christianity…Islam is the religion of agitation,
revolution and blood”.
Morteza Motahari

With this in mind and taking into consideration how Militant Islam flexed its
muscles on the world stage after the revolution in Iran, you can see how real
these warnings at the time actually were. In May 1980, the year following the
Islamic revolution, 19 hostages were taken at the Iranian embassy in London.
Television viewers watched a real life thriller when the T.V cameras captured
every move as the S.A.S. stormed the building freeing the hostages. This began
a series of high profile hijackings and hostage taking in various countries
throughout the 1980’s, including the shooting dead of a young policewoman
outside the Libyan embassy in April 1984; all of which linked to Militant Islam.
By the 1990’s just about every western government was growing more and more
concerned at the daring nature of these attacks and also the increasing
frequency of them. By the end of the 1990’s many in the intelligence community
believed that it was only a matter of time before Islamic terror pulled off a
spectacular event, they hadn’t long to wait. As the news reader worded it, “Out
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of a clear blue sky”, in 2001 came 9/11. The day the world became interested in
the “religion of the desert” and its devilish ways.
In the days following 9/11 there was a rush by politicians and celebrities alike to
tell us all how loving and peaceful Islam was and how we all have nothing to
worry about. They seemed not to be aware of history, for Islam has been at war
with the Non-Muslim world since it was conceived in the seventh century. The
British historian Hilairie Belloc, in the work “The Great Heresies” published in
1938 said the following:“..that on the contrary, Islam is the most formidable and persistent enemy which
our civilization has had, and may at any moment become as large a menace in
the future as it has in the past. It has always seemed to me possible, and even
probable, that there would be a resurrection of Islam and that our sons and
grandsons would see a renewal of that tremendous struggle with the Christian
culture that has been for more than a thousand years its opponent. The
suggestion that Islam may re-arise sounds fantastic, but this is only because men
are always powerfully affected by the immediate past. One might say that they
are blinded by it. But not so very long ago, less than a hundred years before the
declaration of Independence in America, Vienna was almost taken and only
saved by an army under the control of the King of Poland…In the year 1683”.
This happened on a date that is now synonymous with Islamic terror,
SEPTEMBER 11th or as the Americans put it 9/11.
There would appear to be widespread apathy to the fact that Militant Islam is
working to the exact same plan as they always have been. In 2001 they just took
it up where they left off. The last few years have seen the spectre of immigration
being used to further Islam’s aims in the West. To many of us this is nothing less
than a soft invasion, with some leading Al Qaeda supporters saying as much.
Imam Abu Baseer, made the following statement:“One of the goals of immigration is the revival of the duty of Jihad and the
enforcement of Islam’s power over the infidels. Immigration and Jihad go
together. One is the continuance of the other and depends upon it”.
With each wave of new immigrants comes the religious fanaticism which has
engulfed the Middle East and left parts of Africa in flames. I fear that it will not
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be long before Europe goes the same way.
As for the United Kingdom the soft
invasion of Islam is well under way. This is
helped of course by the utter moral
cowardice of our leaders, both religious
and political. The fact that Islam in the U.K.
A typical London street
has been using all means at their disposal
to bring in Sharia Law, this in spite that it
runs contrary to British Law and Parliament does not seem to concern them.
There are some places in England where this is already happening. Even our
prisons are not safe, with much of this poison being spread behind bars. The jails
in Great Britain, have proven to be very fertile places for Militant Islam.
The Universities in the U.K. have also provided the right environment for so
called Muslim extremism to flourish, leaving us with a ticking time bomb in
British society: one that I fear, our children will be unable to defuse.
So where did Islam come from, and how did it start?
The founder of this religion was born the son of a poor Arabian merchant in the
year 570 A.D. His name was Muhammed and he was born in Mecca on the
Arabian Peninsula. His father Abdullah died before he was born, but even
though his father was poor he was a member of the powerful Quaraysh tribe.
Muhammed was to use this fact later on to his advantage; his mother died when
he was six leaving him to be reared by his uncle Abu Talib. He began his adult
life like his father and became a merchant. However he soon found a much
easier way to fund his lifestyle when he married a wealthy widow “Khadijah”
who was much older than he was. Some historians date their marriage from 595
A.D. when Muhammed was twenty five years old.
At the time of his marriage Muhammed was becoming more and more
dissatisfied with the life he was living, for even though it provided him with
luxury it did not give him the notoriety that he craved. By the year 600 A.D. and
in order to relieve his troubled mind Muhammed took to meditation. His
favourite place to meditate was the old caves of Mount Hira on the outskirts of
Mecca. While there, he would have spent days at a time in total solitude. There
are some historians who believe that at this time in his life Muhammed was
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taking opium which was commonly available at the time. This was not
considered to be wrong in seventh century Arabia, indeed even today in much
of the Muslim world the growing and selling of opium is the main industry and
the lifeblood of their communities. While this is considered to be a scourge in
the West, it is still considered a blessing in many parts of the East.
After years of meditating in the caves of Mount Hira in A.D. 610, Muhammed
claimed the angel Gabriel appeared to him, telling him he had been chosen to
become God’s messenger. He went on to claim that the angel Gabriel
commanded him to recite! The Koran in Arabic means “The Recital” or that
which has been “Recited”. Every professing Muslim today believes that the
Quran that they read is that which was recited from the mouth of Gabriel by
Muhammed their prophet in the year 610 A.D.
Unlike the King James Bible, the Quran is not
arranged in chronological order. It is essentially a tale
of two cities, Mecca and Medina. It appears with the
longest chapters at the front and the shortest at the
rear. The longer chapters were written during
Muhammed’s time in Mecca, with the others when
he was in Medina. It was in Mecca that he appears as a lamb but
in Medina, a wolf. That’s why there are two faces to Islam, the
one as a lamb and the other as the real one, a wolf.
It is worth while noting that the Quran was only completed
around 650 A.D., a number of years after Muhammed’s death in
632 A.D. Before this, what was known of it was shared through oral tradition,
among a few of his followers. Within its pages there are no less than 100 verses
that condemn me to death for writing this article. They are referred to by
scholars, as the “war verses”, and are used to justify their bloodthirsty deeds.
Most of these can be found in the Medina section of the Quran called Surah.
When it suits Islam they keep back these verses from the non-Muslim public.
They believe that their god Allah “permits them to omit” when dealing with
unbelievers. That means that as long as it is for the cause of Allah, they can leave
out the facts. So that all of us who don’t believe can be kept in the dark as to the
real meaning of their intentions.
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Here are some examples of these verses that are used by the fanatical Islamists
as they wage war on the Christian West.
“Fight for the sake of Allah those that fight against you…kill them where you find
them”. Surah 2: 190-191
“Believers, retaliation is decreed for you in bloodshed”. Surah 2: 178
“Those who reject Islam must be killed, if they turn back (those who backslide
from Islam), take them and kill them, wherever you find them”.
Surah 4: 89
“Fight those who believe not in god (Allah) nor acknowledge the religion of truth
(Islam) until they pay with willing submission and feel themselves subdued”.
Surah 9: 29
“Believers make war on the infidel who dwell around you”. Surah 9: 123
The other work that Islam uses to base their belief system on is the “Hadith”.
The Hadith in Arabic means THE REPORT. It is ‘report’ of the life and deeds of
Muhammed, and is considered as next to the Quran for all matters in Islamic
law.
The Hadith is a collection of sayings of Muhammed, along with the traditions of
Arabia. By the ninth century there were some 600,000 articles that had been
recorded in the Hadith. These were later edited down to around 25,000 articles
and remain in it to this day. It is thanks to the teachings of both these works, the
Quran and the Hadith that has the world in our generation under attack from
this Islamic global Jihad, a Jihad that threatens to drench the West in its own
blood. The teaching of the Hadith is very clear, and very much in keeping with
the Quran.
Here are some examples of Articles found in the Hadith.
“Allah’s apostle was asked, what is the best deed? He replied, “To believe in
Allah and his apostle”, what’s next? the questioner then asked, he replied “to
participate in Jihad in Allah’s cause”. Hadith Vol. 1 article 25
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“The person participates in Jihad in Allah’s cause and where nothing compels
him to do so except belief in Allah and his apostle, will be recompensed by Allah
either with booty or will be admitted to paradise.” Hadith Vol. 1 article 35
“No Muslim should be killed for killing a kafir (infidel)”. Hadith Vol. 9 article 50
“Whoever changes his Muslim religion, kill him”. Hadith Vol. 9 article 57
Here we see through these articles the two most important things that a Muslim
can do. The first, is to believe in Allah and the second, is to engage in Jihad
against all those who don’t, and they both go hand in hand.

The Hadith also makes some disturbing revelations about Islam’s morality and
Muhammed’s sexual practice. After the death his wealthy widow Muhammed
went on to marry the six year old daughter of Abu Bakr who was to become the
head Imam and Muhammed’s successor and this stage of his life is covered in
volume 7 of the Hadith. The child’s name was Aisha. She was nine years old when
he consummated his marriage with her. The conversation in relation to Aisha is
recorded in the Hadith as follows:“The prophet asked Abu Bakr for Aisha’s hand in marriage. Abu Bakr said, “but I
am your brother”, the prophet said, “you are my brother in Allah’s religion and
his book, but it is lawful for me to marry her”. Hadith Vol. 7 book 62 number 18
This despicable practice of taking child brides is still part of Muslim society in
much of the Islamic world today, particularly in Africa.
There is real evil at work in the world today. It is an evil that has a very clear plan
and objective. To turn man away from the God of Israel, and keep him from
reading the Bible which is the true Word of God and should be read by everyone.
Now while there is widespread ignorance among church leaders in this
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generation regarding Islam, it wasn’t always that way. Here are some quotes,
from Church Leaders of the past; the Bible scholar and great evangelist Jonathan
Edwards, wrote the following concerning Islam in his day:“The two great works of the Devil against the kingdom of Christ are the AntiChrist system of the Romish church and the Muslim Islamic kingdom of
Muhammed”, who he goes on to say was “Satan’s prophet”.
Martin Luther said:“As for Muhammed, he is a liar, because he denies that Jesus is the Christ”.
John Wesley, the father of English Methodism said this to the leaders of the
Great Awaking:“Ever since the religion of Islam appeared in the world, the espousers of it have
been as wolves and tigers, to all other nations. Rendering them and tearing all
that fell into their merciless paws, and grinding them with their iron teeth. Such
was, and is at this day. The rage, the fury, the revenge they seek, they are the
destroyers of all human kind. How far and wide has this delusion spread over
the face of the earth”?
John Wesley went on to say that:“Islam was a disgrace to human nature”.
If Church leaders today were to make such statements, they would be hounded
by the press and probably jailed. Such are the times that we live in; an age when
political correctness has gone mad. Any preacher who dares to speak out finds
themselves like Dr James
McConnell in Belfast, and
trailed before the courts. As
for our former Joint First
Minister Peter Robinson, he
seems happy enough with
Raied al Wazzan (left) pictured outside Belfast Islamic Centre
Muslims, as long as he can
send them all to the shop. If you think that Islam is not going to cause problems
in Ulster remember what happened then, and think again. Thank God that Dr
McConnell was acquitted, and rightly so, but don’t think that’s it all over. It is
worth while noting, that the leading Muslim in Northern Ireland, Mr Raied al
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Wazzan, was himself the complainant against Dr McConnell. This is the same
man who said on T.V. that the area in the Middle East that was controlled by the
Islamic state terrorist group was, “the most peaceful place on earth”. He has
also been reported as being friends with the Militant Muslim who tried in recent
years to fire bomb Glasgow’s airport. It was with this mind-set that he brought
a complaint to the police, because he
was offended at a Bible believing
preacher. They will keep complaining
until the law favours them. Which will
happen if we all remain asleep to
Islam’s intentions of world domination.
That’s why it is so important to keep
praying for God’s protection on Ulster. The title of this article is “Sand in the Red
Hand”. Sand in a ‘bloody red hand’ will eventually infect it and make the whole
hand septic. If it is left long enough the hand will be lost, that’s why the bloody
Red Hand must be kept clean.

In conclusion.
The moon god Allah is a fake, a big bright shinny lie. Muhammed is an imposter,
the false Prophet, the liar from the desert who rapped himself in his own vain
glory. The Quran and the Hadith are a formula for self-destruction.
Only the Bible should be believed, it is Truth.
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